The multi-modal universe of fast-fashion: the Visuelle 2.0 benchmark

1. Introduction
Fashion forecasting has traditionally been studied in scientific sectors other than computer vision, such as operational research and logistics, with the primary aim of predicting trends [12, 16], sales [15, 17, 18], and performing
demand forecasting [9, 23]. In recent years this trend has
faded, showing an increasing cross-fertilization with computer vision [1, 5, 7, 19, 21].
In this paper, we present Visuelle 2.0, which contains
real data for 5355 clothing products of a retail fast-fashion
Italian company, Nuna Lie. For the first time ever, a retail
1 http://www.nunalie.it
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We present Visuelle 2.0, the first dataset useful for facing diverse prediction problems that a fast-fashion company has to manage routinely. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the use of computer vision is substantial in this
scenario. Visuelle 2.0 contains data for 6 seasons / 5355
clothing products of Nuna Lie1 , a famous Italian company
with hundreds of shops located in different areas within the
country. In particular, we focus on a specific prediction
problem, namely short-observation new product sale forecasting (SO-fore). SO-fore assumes that the season has
started and a set of new products is on the shelves of the
different stores. The goal is to forecast the sales for a particular horizon, given a short, available past (few weeks),
since no earlier statistics are available. To be successful,
SO-fore approaches should capture this short past and exploit other modalities or exogenous data. To these aims, Visuelle 2.0 is equipped with disaggregated data at the itemshop level and multi-modal information for each clothing
item, allowing computer vision approaches to come into
play. The main message that we deliver is that the use of image data with deep networks boosts performances obtained
when using the time series in long-term forecasting scenarios, ameliorating the WAPE by 8.2% and the MAE by 7.7%.
The dataset is available at : https://humaticslab.
github.io/forecasting/visuelle.
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Figure 1. Why are images important for fashion forecasting?.
A visual excerpt of Visuelle 2.0, organized per category, which
shows the crucial role of images: in the patterned shirt category
two products have exactly the same textual attributes (floreal), so
the image becomes necessary for discriminative tasks. Similar
considerations hold for short sleeves and doll dress.

fast-fashion company has decided to share part of its data to
provide a genuine benchmark for research and innovation
purposes. Specifically, Visuelle 2.0 provides data from 6
fashion seasons (partitioned in Autumn-Winter and SpringSummer) from 2017-2019, right before the Covid-19 pandemic2 . Each product in our dataset is accompanied by an
HD image, textual tags and more. The time series data are
disaggregated at the shop level, and include the sales, inventory stock, max-normalized prices3 and discounts. This
2 The pandemic represented an unicum in the dynamics of the fast fashion companies, so it has not been included. The market effectively restarted
in AW 21-22 which is an ongoing season at the time of writing.
3 Prices have been normalized for the sake of confidentiality.
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Figure 3. Time series in Visuelle 2.0; a) an example of a sale signal, with the restocks highlighted by the asterisks; b) the [0;95th ]
percentile statistics of the sales signals related to the season SS19,
considering all the stores and all the products.
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Figure 2. Short-observation new product sales forecasting (SOfore): in a), the standard forecasting setup is reported. In b), SOfore is sketched, focusing on a very short observation window (2
weeks) to predict sales. Here we show that relying on visual similarity to extract statistics of similar data improves forecasting.

permits to perform SO-fore considering each single store.
Exogenous time series data is also provided, in the form
of Google Trends based on the textual tags and multivariate weather conditions of the stores’ locations. Finally, we
also provide purchase data for 667K customers whose identity has been anonymized, to capture personal preferences.
With these data, Visuelle 2.0 allows to cope with several
problems which characterize the activity of a fast fashion
company: new product demand forecasting [9, 23], shortobservation new product sales forecasting [15, 17, 18] and
product recommendation [4].
In this paper, we focus on one of these problems: shortobservation new product forecasting (SO-fore). SO-fore
aims at predicting the future sales in the short term, having
a past statistic given by the early sales of a given product
(Fig. 2b provides a visual comparison with standard forecasting in Fig. 2a). In practice, after a few weeks from the
delivery on market, one has to sense how well a clothing
item has performed and forecast its behavior in the coming
weeks. This is crucial to improve restocking policies [20]: a
clothing item with a rapid selling rate should be restocked to
avoid stockouts. Two particular cases of the SO-fore problem will be taken into account: SO-fore2−10 , in which the
observed window is 2 weeks long and the forecasting horizon is 10 weeks long, required when a company wants to
implement few restocks [10]; SO-fore2−1 , where the forecasting horizon changes to a single week, and is instead re-

quired when a company wants to take decisions on a weekly
basis, as in the ultra-fast fashion supply chain [6, 27].
Our findings show that the usage of image data is crucial in absence of long term statistics which characterize the
sales, because the pictorial content of a fast fashion product
can be used to inherit long term statistics from visual similarity (see Fig. 2b): the images allow to refer with high precision to past data that are akin to the product of analysis,
providing informative priors.
Visuelle 2.0 is a substantial extension of the unpublished
Visuelle dataset [25], used only for new product demand
forecasting, where less data (no weather conditions, no customer data) was furnished, aggregated per-product over all
the retail stores (no geographical/store dimension).

2. The Dataset
Visuelle 2.0 describes the sales between Nov. 2016 and
Dec. 2019 of 5355 different products across 110 different
shops. For each product, multi-modal information is available, as described in the following.
Time series data. Given a product i of size s at a retail store
r, we refer to its product sale signal as S(i, s, r, t) where t
refers to the t-th week of market delivery, with i = 1, ..., N ,
s = 1, ..., M , r = 1, ..., L and t = 1, ..., K. We also define
the inventory position signal I(i, s, r, t) indicating the inventory on-hand for that quadruplet (i, s, r, t). Combining
these data, we can individuate all those legit sales signals
that do not involve a stockout until the K-th week. Formally, a legit sale signal is S(i, s, r, 1), ..., S(i, s, r, tlegit )
where tlegit + 1 indicates the first week with a stockout
I(i, s, r, tsaf e + 1) = 0, and tsaf e > K. Hence, we
guarantee that a zero-sale legit signal (i.e. S(i, s, r, t) =
0) is provided only when nobody bought i (even tough
it was available at the shop) and not because of a stockout. These signals are important because they focus on the
net performance of a product, independently on the inventory management. To make the signals denser, we aggregate the different sizes obtaining the final sale(i, r, t) =
PM
s=1 A(i, s, r, t). Additionally, we include the Restock
flag signal R(i, s, r, t) indicating when a restocking has
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(a)

Figure 4. Cardinality of products in Visuelle 2.0 by (a) categories,
(b) colors

Figure 5. Retail stores sales statistics; each blob indicates the
number of items received in their inventory (x-axis) VS number of
items sold. The blob size indicates the number of different products in the inventory. The red line represents an ideal performance
(sales=inventory). The figure says small shops tend to have better
performances.

been carried out. Fig. 3a reports one example of a legit
sale signal. The initial stock is represented by the initial
amount of items available in the inventory. Fig. 3b depicts
a log-density plot of the legit sales of all the products, averaged over categories and retail stores during the SS19 season. Fig. 5 shows sales statistics for the 110 available shops.
Image data Each product is associated with an RGB image that has a resolution which varies from 256x256 to
1193x1172, with a median size of 575x722 (WxH). Each
image portrays the clothing item on a white background,
with no person wearing it. Some examples of these images
are provided in Fig. 1.
Text data Multiple textual tags related to each product’s
visual attributes are available. These tags have been
extracted with diverse procedures or chosen by hand,
carefully validated by the Nuna Lie team. The first tag
is the category, taken from a vocabulary of 27 elements,
visualized in Fig. 4a; the cardinality of the products shows
large variability among categories overall, due to the fact

(b)

Figure 6. Customer shopping history statistics: a) the blob size
indicates how many customers have a shopping history of n seasons long (even non consecutive seasons, at least one item bought
per “active” season) on the x-axis, consisting of m items in total
on the y-axis; b) Number of baskets associated to customers over
shopping seasons.

that some categories (e.g. long sleeves) cost less and ensure
higher earnings. The color tag (Fig. 4b) represents the
most dominant color chosen among 10 manually detected
colors. The fabric tag comes directly from the technical
sheet of the products, chosen from a vocabulary of 59
elements. Finally, the release date for each product-shop
pair is recorded as a textual string.
Customer purchase data Visuelle 2.0 contains
anonymized data for 667086 customers, who have requested a fidelity card thanks to which it is possible to
extract the history of their purchases and the baskets of
products they bought. These data consists of: ID of the
purchased product, date-time of purchase, retail store ID
and quantity. Fig. 6 gives a glimpse on the distribution
of these data, where it is possible to note that there are
around 6k users which have bought continuously a total of
25 products over 4 seasons (Fig. 6a). More than 2K users
have bought continuously 15 baskets of products over 4
seasons. Customer data are useful to test recommendation
approaches, whose goal is to recommend available products
that the user will eventually buy, possibly exploiting image
data to capture personal aesthetic preferences. In this paper,
we do not tackle this problem.
Exogenous time series Google Trends time series for
each product are provided, based on the product’s three
associated attributes: color, category, f abric. The trends
are downloaded starting from 52 weeks before the product’s release date, essentially providing a popularity curve
for each of the attributes. Google Trends’ efficacy for
predictions on fast fashion problems has been demonstrated
before in [24, 25]. Weather reports downloaded from
IlMeteo4 are also supplied, containing the real weather
conditions on a daily basis at the municipality level. The
efficacy of weather reports for forecasting in fast fashion
has been demonstrated in [3, 26].

4 https://www.ilmeteo.it/portale/archivio-meteo/
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Method
Demand CrossAttnRNN w/ image
Naive
SES
kNN
kNN + image
CrossAttnRNN
CrossAttnRNN w/ image

3. Experiments
Here we show how Visuelle 2.0 is a genuine benchmark for two types of SO-fore: i) SO-fore2−10 and ii) SOfore2−1 .
SO-fore2−10 allows the company to customize the restocking operations for each product on the basis of the
early sales, minimizing the number of such operations.
Firstly, the sales series are split into an observation window
and a horizon window (i.e. the known past and the future to
forecast), set here to 2 and 10 weeks respectively, covering
the 12-week fast fashion life-cycle [29]. Formally, the goal
is to perform a multi-step forecast of the sales of an item i in
a store r (sale(i, r, 3), ..., sale(i, r, 12)), given the first two
time-steps. Two weeks is a standard period to sufficiently
understand the whereabouts of the fashion market and take
decisions for the future [28, 30].
SO-fore2−1 serves in other contexts where a weekly restocking schedule is adopted [6, 27]. The idea is to estimate the time-point sale(i, r, t) given the previous two
time-steps sale(i, r, t − 1), sale(i, r, t − 2). Similarly to
before, we set the initial observation window to 2, but use a
sliding window approach to perform an autoregressive forecast.
In both cases we split the data into train and test sets,
where the test set contains the 10% most recent item-shop
pairs, such that the items that are seen in training will have
always been released before the ones we test on. We use the
following three approaches as baselines:
• Classical forecasting methods, namely the Naive
method [13] (using the last observed ground truth value
as the forecast) and Simple Exponential Smoothing
(SES) [13, 14];
• kNN [8, 22], which produces forecasts based on product
similarity. This is done by finding k-Nearest Neighbors
from the past that are similar to the input product and performing a weighted average of their sales. We set k = 11
and we compute the similarity between products using the
known time series or image features extracted by a pretrained ResNet [11];
• An autoregressive, attention-based RNN architecture [8],
where the different data modalities are first processed separately and then merged together through several additive
attention modules [2].
Results are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2, where all
the listed approaches only use sales time series data as input, unless specified otherwise. Classical forecasting approaches tend to give poor performances due to the small
number of observations [13]. The kNN-based methods
show an improvement over the statistical forecasting baselines, demonstrating that inter-product similarity is important when predicting future sales. This is tied with the notion that new products will sell comparably to older, similar
products. Trivially utilizing the images with kNN lowers

WAPE
83.33
118.176
111.265
91.13
97.97
35.13
32.25

MAE
0.97
1.31
1.23
0.98
1.06
0.39
0.36

Table 1. Results for SO-fore2−10 , showing the Weighted Average
Percentage Error (WAPE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [25]
for the different baselines. The lower the better for both metrics.
In the first row we also report results for the demand forecasting
of new products without past sales, demonstrating how much the
knowledge of the initial sale dynamics improves forecasting.
Method
Naive
SES
kNN
kNN + image
CrossAttnRNN
CrossAttnRNN w/ images

WAPE
101.922
97.85
87.11
88.97
23.20
23.70

MAE
1.13
1.08
0.94
0.96
0.26
0.26

Table 2. Results for SO-fore2−1 , showing the Weighted Average
Percentage Error (WAPE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [25]
for the different baselines. The lower the better for both metrics.

the performances, but their contribution is highlighted when
utilising an expressive neural network architecture. CrossAttention RNN [8] outperforms the others by a noticeable
margin, because the model is able to learn non-linear, interproduct dependencies throughout the whole training set and
also advanced temporal dynamics. It is worth noting that we
reach the best performances in SO-fore2−10 by pairing each
product’s time series input with its respective image. This
shows that visual representations allow the model to better
understand long term forecasting patterns. Another important takeaway is that the results for time series only methods are much better on SO-fore2−1 , due to the localized
temporal information and shorter forecasting horizon, while
the images become less important. Additionally, we tested
Cross-Attention RNN in the Demand forecasting task, i.e.,
predicting the full sales series without having access to any
previous observations, but only to the product image. Obviously, results are definitely inferior to the SO-fore variants,
but comparable to the kNN approaches.
Our dataset and experiments provide a general overview
of how problems in the fashion realm can be tackled
and how the use of computer vision and multi-modal approaches is key to providing better solutions. The dataset
page will contain further information regarding other, possible challenges and tasks for Visuelle 2.0.
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